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LETTER OF RECOMMENDATION 

 

 
For the past year Mediateket Consulting and JCommerce have been working close together. JCommerce has provided 

development service and expertise to two large project for Mediateket Consulting. 

 

In the areas of Java and .NET, Mediateket has used JCommerce resources in an internal project (.net) and a project with a 

customer (Java). 

 

I must say that we are very happy with our cooperation with JCommerce. They are service minded and have good focus on their 

client and their needs. Our need has changed over the time period we have worked together, and I have the feeling and 

experience that JCommerce always goes the extra mile to accommodate us. 

 

When it comes to cultural differences it is clear that since we are located in Norway and JCommerce in Poland there will be cultural 

differences. But I am happy to say that these differences have not caused any problems or friction in our cooperation. 

 

Mediateket Consulting is using JIRA to issue tasks and we invite our JCommerce resources into JIRA to have them work closely 

with our employees. We also use Slack to communicate fast with questions. This has worked flawlessly. 

 

Mediateket Consulting often works with very tight timelines and do not have the possibility to meet very often in person with our 

JCommerce resources. This has not been an obstacle in communication nor progress in our projects. 

 

I have had the pleasure of visiting the main office of JCommerce in Katowice last November and they give the right impression in 

being a professional provider of development resources to be used worldwide. 

 

 

I give JCommerce all my best recommendations, 

 

 

 

Henning Dahl 

 

 

 

Project Manager 

Mediateket Consulting AS 
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